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Standard Engine. Standard Seating. From the Archive: The single-exhaust Stang seeks to expel
the secretary image. Vastly improved ride, slicker shifter, more power, same old friendly price.
It's hard to miss admiring glances when you're behind the wheel of the new Ford Mustang GT
Convertible. Power comes from a 5. Suspension, rollcage, brakes, and rolling stock are all legit
track hardware. I thought she was going to jump in for a ride--which would've been fine. Such is
life when you're piloting a brilliant-red Mustang drop-top. The concrete ramp trembles
underfoot, even though the Ford Mustang, Dodge Viper, and Chevy Corvette lined up in front of
us are just sitting there, engines switched off. The test car Saleen provided us differed from the
specifications published for the Saleen S Mustang. The company's literature states: "A inch
wheel and tire package is standard on every S Now, the real thing is ready for prime time: The
racy, hunkering fastback on these pages is a production spec Ford Mustang GT, wearing only
subtle skunk stripes and slightly beefier rolling stock to dress it up for the auto-show circuit.
Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy
Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new
window. Not merely a retro reskinning, the Ford Mustang improves its performance in all areas
and offers V8 enthusiasts a tempting price tag. The Ford Mustang debuted in April of and
became a national sensation. But, like Elvis Presley, the Mustang had evolved from lightweight
and simple into overweight and flashy. By the time the oil crisis of hit, the Mustang had lost its
edge in terms of performance and appeal. Reborn for , the Mustang II rode on a Pinto platform
to save development costs and improve fuel economy. Emissions regulations had stifled
performance, and the convertible model had disappeared from the lineup. Still, Ford wasn't
ready to give up on the Mustang. In , it was completely redesigned. There was even a
performance model with a turbocharged 2. The new Mustang proved popular, and by , Ford had
endowed it with a relatively strong for the time V8 engine and the GT designation that continues
today. A new car arrived in wearing retro styling cues such as tribar taillights and a side scoop.
Inside, a dual-cowl dashboard provided plenty of pizzazz. A coupe and convertible were
available, with either a V6 or V8 engine. Time marched on, however, and the Mustang was in
desperate need of a more modern platform by the turn of the century. Enter the Ford Mustang.
The canted nose with its big grille and round headlights recalls the '67 to '69 Mustangs, while
the side sculpting, fastback roofline and taillights recall those ponies of the vintage. The new
Mustang's interior is unique and matches the exterior design theme. Obvious old-school
influences are found in the instrument panel -- a dual-hooded dash with aluminum accent
panels pays obvious homage to the '68 Mustang, as do the big speedo and tach, circular air
vents and plump, round steering wheel hub. Changeable backlighting illuminates the nostalgic
instruments; at the press of a button one can select from white, blue, green and orange hues.
For power, the base Mustang uses a horsepower V6, while the GT packs a horse, 4. There's also
a new suspension that features lighter weight components, repositioned and lighter coil
springs, a stouter rear axle with more effective control arms and bigger brakes. The result is a
relatively supple ride and ultracrisp handling. Ford has done a fine job with the new Ford
Mustang -- not only in terms of styling, but also in performance, handling, ride dynamics and
basic ergonomics. Standard equipment on V6 Deluxe includes keyless entry; inch alloy wheels;
air conditioning; power windows, locks and mirrors; cruise control; and a CD player. The V6
Premium adds a watt Shaker premium audio system, upgraded wheels, a power driver seat and,
on convertibles, leather seating. The GT Deluxe includes the V6 Deluxe equipment, plus antilock
brakes, foglamps, inch alloys, sport seats with driver six-way power adjustment and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel. The GT Premium adds the Shaker sound system and leather
seats. Interesting options include a Shaker sound system with nine speakers and 1, watts of
power, and an interior upgrade package with metallic accents, dark charcoal Aberdeen pattern
door panel inserts and instruments with changeable backlighting -- at the press of a button one
can select from white, blue, green and orange hues. V6 Mustangs include a 4. Step up to the GT
and you'll get a 4. All Mustangs are rear-drive, and can be equipped with either a five-speed
manual or a five-speed automatic transmission. Four-wheel disc brakes are standard on all
Mustangs. Antilock brakes and traction control are optional on the V6 models and standard on
the GT. A stability control system is not offered. Side-impact airbags for front occupants are
optional on all models, but full-length head curtain airbags are not available. The Ford Mustang
has not yet been crash tested. The Ford Mustang turns crisply and eagerly into corners with a
flat and composed attitude. The powerful brakes are more fade resistant than before, and
control in bumpy corners is improved, despite the continued use of a solid rear axle. The
comfortable cabin benefits from low wind and road noise, as well as a surprisingly compliant
ride. Interior ergonomics are vastly improved over the previous Mustang. Switches and handles
feel substantial, and overall materials quality is top-notch. Retro styling abounds in little

touches like the large round speedometer and tach which feature an appropriate vintage font ,
dual-hooded dash and a cool steering wheel with a small round airbag hub and metallic spokes.
A striking color accent package features red leather seats, red door panel inserts and red floor
mats all set against a dark charcoal interior. After reacting like Pavlov's dog every time we saw
the Ford Mustang prototype at the car shows and the production version in pictures, we were
beside ourselves. What a looker this car is -- they could sell a million of them if they just gave
last year's car these new threads. Still, we were hoping that there would be more to Ford's latest
pony than head-turning retro looks. The day of reckoning came when we got to spend a full day
with the Ford Mustang, both on the road and the track, and let's just say that we weren't
disappointed. As far as exterior design goes, not since the Fastback has there been a Mustang
that's been so right. Like the latest Ford Thunderbird , the designers managed to pay homage to
a classic style without having the end result looking like a car icature of the original. Unlike the
similarly retro-styled Thunderbird, whose cabin borrows its dash and console from its Lincoln
LS cousin, the Mustang's interior is unique and matches the exterior design theme. Look at the
instrument panel and it's obvious that the old-school influences are there -- a dual-hooded dash
with optional aluminum accent panels pays tasteful homage to the '68 Mustang, as do the big
speedo and tach, circular air vents and plump, round steering wheel hub. Changeable
backlighting illuminates the nostalgic instruments -- a modern touch that's intriguing but a little
gimmicky for a pony car. The materials and features aspects of the interior were not overlooked,
either. The door panels and release handles are now more substantial in look and feel, and
one-touch up-and-down power windows add a bit of unexpected convenience. The climate
control setup is the tried-and-true three-knob design, which is fine with us -- if it ain't broke, ya
don't need to fix it. We're also glad to report that the sorry ergonomics of previous Mustangs,
such as the "sitting on an ottoman" seating position and gorilla's-reach gearshifter location
have been exorcised for With the new car, you sit more in rather than on the seats. Although
they're generally quite comfortable as we discovered on a rather lengthy ride back from the
track -- yes, we took a wrong turn , we still think more aggressive lateral bolstering is in order.
Although the previous manual gearshifter was bolted directly to the gearbox, this year's is a
remote-linkage setup that puts the stick within easy reach regardless of the driver's height. And
lest you worry about the shifter's action feeling disconnected due to the non-direct design, fret
not. Compared to the rubbery yet clunky feel of the car, the '05's shifter is much more precise
and simply more satisfying to use whether jockeying in traffic or blasting around a racetrack.
While the handsome style of the Ford Mustang is obviously rooted in the past, behind the
galloping horse in the grille is a thoroughly modern source of motivation. In the GT, no less
than horses and pound-feet of torque await the driver's command. Compared to the V8 in the '04
GT, these are substantial increases of 40 horsepower and 13 lb-ft, respectively. This 4. A nice
bonus is that one needn't feed this steed expensive oats; 87 octane fuel is just fine. Even the V6
has more muscle this year; specs for the six-shooter now stand at hp and lb-ft, improvements of
10 horses and 15 lb-ft. Whether you prefer an automatic or a manual gearbox in your new Ford
Mustang GT, you'll have five gears at your disposal. You already know that we like the stick, but
the automatic proved to be the big surprise; it didn't let us down once. Under hard acceleration,
changes up through the gears were so swift and smooth that there was no letup in the gratifying
shove to our backsides. Downshifts were equally eager -- no annoying lag, just a quick dip
down into the power to get by those semiconscious sorts who tend to dawdle in the passing
lane. The V6 car comes with a choice of a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic. We drove
the automatic and found it did a decent job with keeping the V6 responsive, though it wasn't
quite as quick-witted as the five-speed in the GT. Starting out with the '04 GT, we were reminded
how seriously wrong the seating position is in that car. If a driver isn't completely comfortable
behind the wheel in terms of feeling secure in the seat and having vital controls close at hand ,
it tends to diminish the experience, especially when trying to concentrate on driving fast. And
we were also reminded how that outgoing GT is essentially a straight-line car -- cornering was
never this Mustang's forte. Granted, Ford did a nice job with the Bullitt and Mach 1 editions in
the handling department, but the base Ford Mustang GT was hurting in this regard when
compared to contemporary sport coupes like the front-wheel-drive Acura RSX or Toyota Celica.
Night and day. That's the difference between the '04 and '05 versions of the Mustang GT when
the road throws you a curve. Where the '04 felt like an ornery old pony that was lazy to respond
to the reins and not smooth when doing so, the new one handled like a quarter horse, turning
crisply into the turns while displaying a flatter and much more composed attitude when
charging through them. Many thanks go to the new suspension, which features lighter-weight
components allowing it to react quicker to changes in the road surface , repositioned and
lighter coil springs, a stouter rear axle with more effective control arms and bigger brakes. The
latter were noticed and appreciated as less prone to fading when the going got hot and heavy

on the track. After the adrenaline rush of the track, we just wanted to kick back and be comfy for
the long ride back to the hotel. This overmile journey brought to light how easy the '05 Mustang
would be to have as a daily driver. Low wind and road noise levels, a supple ride over the
bumps and a much more comfortable cabin than before helped us unwind the miles with a
minimum of stress. With the Mustang's competition pretty much nonexistent those age-old
rivals, the Chevy Camaro and Pontiac Firebird were no longer available after , Ford didn't have
to make huge changes in the already popular Mustang. But the company did -- not only in terms
of styling but also in performance, handling and ride dynamics and basic ergonomics. Available
styles include GT Premium 2dr Coupe 4. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Mustang. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Mustang lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. No side curtain airbags or stability control, seats could use more lateral support. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. The year the pony got its gallop back ;-.
This is the 5th mustang I have owned all others being older models, And I have to give ford
credit it is a vast improvement and a whole different animal. Handling is by far much improved
due to new chassis engineering, you get hp in the GT! Which is the most power available to the
GT to that date. Engine management system does a great job of turning it into a boulevard bully
when your in the mood then pretend its Hybrid when it senses your trying to save gas. Back
seat takes effort to get into but plenty of room in the when back there. Clutch could be handled
by my 80 yr old grandma,.. Now even the car is 6 years old it still gets complements and ride
requests! Read less. This car means only pleasure. I am a Mustang lover, this is the first one
that I bought and I can tell you that the car is the best of the best. Its retro style and power
engine only can give you good moments. Mine is convertible, then drive with the top down is
really a dream. Best Mustang V6 i ever driven! The only small problems was the battery went
bad in 4 years, thats normal for any car, the dashboard gages went bad on the temp. Excellent
Value for American Muscle. This is the best car I've owned! I had the opportunity to run this
monster on the German autobahn at speeds in excess of mph with the top down. What an
experience. Buy one, you will not be disappointed. Great job on this one Ford! See all reviews of
the Used Ford Mustang. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Mustang.
Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were
awesome. They were honest, answered all our questions. We purchased a truck. They got back
to us and told us what we would need to apply for credit. Alex was top notch. Did not purchase
anything yet but we did speak thru text,Seems like a great guy to do business with. When I
finally got a chance to visit the original car I wanted was sold but they had other great offers I'll
be test driving one this week.. Very relaxed, no pressure sales atmosphere. I was given CarFax
so that was a plus.. The vehicles are clean lot well organization. Whish I knew about this All-star
Auto when bought my last car. I enjoyed my experience buying a car from them. I did not feel
any sales pressure. The car was exactly what they described in the ad. It was clean and ready to
test drive. It was exactly what I wanted. The lot itself was easy to find and easy to identify. I
would recommend going there. This was my first time buying a car and naturally I was nervous.
Both Angel and George made it an easy and fun experience. I found this dealership a pleasure
to work with. Fast response to my inquiry, the car was Immaculate inside and out. They
accommodated My schedule for a test drive, my mechanic check, And finalization of the sale.
This dealer would be My first choice whenever I shop for another car. Even though the car sold
it the people before me, they called to update me. Which I greatly appreciated. They did contact
me but after asking them for a few photos still no photo on CarGurus and a question about the
timing belt, I never heard back from them after that. It could not have been easier. My wife was
impressed at how quickly all the paper work was done. This was a home buy. The car was
brought down from Show Low to Phoenix The driver spent over an hour to demonstrate the new
features for the car. They earned the 5 star rating and more. The price advertised was the price

of the car. The car was nice and clean. My wife asked about the new car smell. I would gladly
recommend Hatch Toyota to anyone. Brown was always prompt with answers and made the
purchase of car very easy. Delivery of car was very Also without incident and all the paper work
was ready. Thank you very much, Carmen. Nice guy. Then strung me along with false deadlines.
Although I decided on another vehicle, this dealer was prompt and pleasant to work with. It was
a great experience with awesome communication! Appreciated this experience, would
recommend to others! Awesome Dealership, Very friendly and helpful through the entire
purchase. Would definitely buy from them again. John was easy to deal with. Did everything by
phone. Came in to pick up the car. All the paperwork was ready. Signed a few and on my way.
Would deal with them again. These guys are straight shooters and were very helpful holding the
car for me as I came from Puyallup. Exactly what they said it was and our daughter loves it. Will
look here again if in the market. Overall it was a wonderful experience!! Excellent customer
service and low pressure sales. Car I purchased, was accurately advertised and fairly priced.
Owner held car for me - I traveled from Tacoma. I would recommend this dealer to my family and
friends. Great people to deal with. They made buying another truck for our business painless
and easy. Ricky helped me figured out my credit situation and figured out my down payment for
this vehicle.. These guys are super!! Eric did a great job by having the van ready for me to test
drive and took a million pics befor me driving 3 hours to assure the van was as described. Ron
had me financed but went further and got me even a better rate with a different bank.. I highly
recommend these guys to say the least. While Ford's other retromobile, the Thunderbird, didn't
catch critical acclaim like the Volkswagen New Beetle, the Mustang is careful not to dip too
deep into the high-school yearbook. Ford designers took inspiration from early Mustangs like
the Fastback and the Mach 1. The round headlights, deeply inset grille, another set of big round
lights in that grille, vertical three-bar taillights, and a roofline with that familiar rear-quarter glass
all mark this a Mustang. Retro touches like the chrome-plated circular emblem out back no Ford
logo in sight and multi-spoke wheels with chrome spinner caps look just as good today. Sure,
it's a streamlined modern car without chrome bumpers. But no other car looks this unique. The
interior really goes hard on the old-style cues with super-thin typefaces for the red-needled
gauges, again deeply inset like the grille they can glow in dozens of colors the driver can select.
A T-bar grip for the automatic transmission or a short, polished chrome ball for the manual are
both straight out of a Jimi Hendrix concert. Four circular air vents, a wide strip of aluminum
running across the cowled dash, and a gorgeous three-spoke steering wheel has silver accents
and big gaps between the spokes. Is the material quality great? Not reallyâ€”but then again, this
is a car that starts just over 20 grand. What befits a modern Mustang are big speakers in the
doors that can output up to 1, watts of power. Else, it's classic rock and roll, either as a coupe
or convertible. Two engines deliver more power than the Mustang's powerplants. The base 4.
It's now passable as a sporty car, only the tires don't grip well. If you have the choice, choose to
rent a V6 Mustang and buy the GT, which comes with a proper 4. The Mustang may be wider and
enjoy a longer wheelbase for more stability, but this is the only sports car sitting on a live rear
axle meant for trucks. Even the Explorer, an actual truck, uses an independent rear suspension
for better control and more secure handling. The Mustang's rear end is defiantly old school. Off
the line, this can result in axle hop when really mashing the throttle and it also exacerbates the
Mustang's stiff ride. Yet, handling is so improved with the new car, as are the larger brakes, that
it feels nimbler and sharper than ever before. Only the previous-generation Mustang Cobra will
out-handle the new GT. Trunk space is up two cubic feet to 13, and there's a small pass-through
to the rear seatsâ€”which are somewhat more spacious than what you'll find in a Porsche The
convertible has a power top with manual latches and a heated glass window. Everything but the
instrument cluster is easy to readâ€”the retro type is just so skewed and borderline illegible.
Else, you'll find ordinary controls in the Mustang in the ordinary places. This is a car built for
driving, and that mission is entirely fulfilled. A Premium package brings a six-way power
driver's seat, six-disc CD changer, watt Shaker stereo, and the chrome spinners on the rims.
Leather and the multi-color instrument panel are optional. The GT just brings fog lamps, traction
control, rear spoiler, and the V8. You won't find navigation, Bluetooth, or much of anything
electronic except a watt Shaker stereo with subwoofers in the trunk. The Mustang comes with
dual front airbags. Traction control and anti-lock brakes are optional on the V6. Stability control
and head curtain airbags are not offered. Side airbags are optional on all models. The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA rated the Mustang five out of five stars for the
driver and front passenger in a frontal crash, and four stars for the driver in a side crash. Fuel
economy adjusted to modern EPA tests is mpg city, mpg highway, and mpg combined. While
lacking in safety equipment and technology, the Mustang succeeds in being a modern take on
an old-fashioned theme, and no other car in its segment can claim its lineage. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll

provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Ford Mustang listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Harrison. CarGurus Pay.
Image Not Available. Private Seller: Joseph. Why Use CarGurus? Women like Mustangs.
Something about this sporty coupe results in nearly 55 percent of V-6 Mustangs being driven by
females. For some reason, women don't crave the tire-burning quality of the V-8, so instead they
opt for improved fuel economy and a lower price. But all that has changed with Ford 's redesign
of the Mustang for The lesser model now gets a larger V the 4. It produces horsepower and
pound-feet of torque, a gain of 17 horsepower and 15 pound-feet over last year's 3. The engine
upgrade may not seem monumental, but even more important, Ford now adds an extra gear
with the optional five-speed automatic. Shifting this five-speed into "D" involves grasping what
looks like a scaled-down lever from a Hummer H2. Surprisingly, the Mustang's unit feels much
more substantial than the H2's and settles into gear purposefully. Besides the impressive
numbers, we almost enjoyed not shifting for ourselves, instead marveling at the perfectly
executed wide-open-throttle upshifts. After shifting and a little brake-torque tango, the
additional power and extra ratio add up to more straight-line performance than we expected:
0-to mph arrives in 6. That performance would humiliate owners of the last V-6 Mustang we
tested a hp manual back in May , which scored an 8. Also, this puts the new V-6 auto just 0. But
be sure to turn up the radio, because this engine sounds about as refined as a slightly muffled
tractor. Unfortunately, the good stuff stops there. Although the Ford also decided this would be
a good time to install a fuel-economy gauge in the information screen that is, quite possibly, the
least useful gauge on the market. Most people would expect a miles-per-gallon gauge to display
precisely how many miles per gallon the vehicle is achieving, but the Mustang's doesn't have
any numbers. There is a down arrow on the left side and an up arrow on the right, which
apparently means down is bad fuel economy and up is good. Digital bars that fluctuate between
the arrows essentially state the obvious: how far down on the throttle your foot is. When your
foot is to the floor, the
2001 dodge ram 1500 brake pads
how to install cb radio in jeep wrangler
2000 ford f250 manual transmission
gauge indicates "bad" fuel economy and vice versa. This strikes us as either not enough
information or an insult to the driver. We find this entry-level Mustang to be a compelling
package, with retro good looks, power aplenty, and a reasonable price. Women may not care
about the entry-level Mustang's upgraded performance, but-trust us, guys-the V-6 now has
enough muscle to be a viable option for you, too. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks
of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Jeffrey G. Russell Car and
Driver. From the February issue of Car and Driver. More Mustangs! Expand Collapse. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

